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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie mÃ¼ssen die Skalierungsanforderungen fÃ¼r Policy Service
erfÃ¼llen.
Was sollten Sie in Azure Redis Cache speichern?
A. TempData
B. HttpContext.Items
C. Sitzungsstatus
D. ViewState
Answer: C
Explanation:
ErlÃ¤uterung
Azure Cache for Redis bietet einen Sitzungsstatusanbieter, mit
dem Sie Ihren Sitzungsstatus im Arbeitsspeicher mit Azure Cache
for Redis anstelle einer SQL Server-Datenbank speichern
kÃ¶nnen.
Szenario: Sie haben eine gemeinsam genutzte Bibliothek mit dem
Namen PolicyLib, die Funktionen enthÃ¤lt, die allen ASP.NET

Core-Webdiensten und -Anwendungen gemeinsam sind. Die
PolicyLib-Bibliothek muss:
Stellen Sie sicher, dass Skalierungsaktionen die
Anwendungsnutzung nicht stÃ¶ren.
Verweise:
https://docs.microsoft.com/de-de/azure/azure-cache-for-redis/ca
che-aspnet-session-state-provider

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is a characteristic of SAP S/4HANA?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. It is a new product.
B. It is available on AnyDB and SAP HANA.
C. It is only available as cloud-based product.
D. It is an update of SAP ERP.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. What is the meaning of the term dynamic
as displayed in the output of the show frame-relay map command
shown?
A. The mapping between DLCI 100 and the end station IP address
172.16.3.1 was learned through Inverse ARP
B. The Serial0/0 interface acquired the IP address of
172.16.3.1 from a DHCP server
C. The Serial0/0 interface is passing traffic.
D. The DLCI 100 will be dynamically changed as required to
adapt to changes in the Frame Relay cloud
E. The DLCI 100 was dynamically allocated by the router
Answer: A
Explanation:
The term dynamic indicates that the DLCI number and the remote
router IP address 172.16.3.1 are learned via the Inverse ARP
process.
Inverse ARP is a technique by which dynamic mappings are
constructed in a network, allowing a device such as a router to
locate the logical network address and associate it with a
permanent virtual circuit (PVC).

NEW QUESTION: 4
Following is the list of locations in random order where
oranfstab can be placed.
1./etc/mtab 2.$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/oranfstab 3./etc/oranfstab
What is the sequence in which Direct NFS will search the
locations?

A. 1, 3, 2
B. 1, 2, 3
C. 3, 2, 1
D. 2, 3, 1
Answer: D
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